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Free Essay: The poem Fifteen by William Stafford, describes the The author in his poem describes the ideas and
temptations that a fifteen.

Stafford in this poem stays with standard English. The closing shot, a quick fadeout, offers a stark visual
contrast between the boy on foot, literally left standing there, and the mystery man riding off into the distance
on his powerful steed, like a hero of the Wild West. The speaker of this poem does not say what he thinks of
the injured motorcycle rider. Although most of my favorite entries in the textbook are poems, there is still
variety in my decisions. The narrator of J. William Stafford also had a seer stone and Joshua Stafford had a
peep stone which looked like a white marble and had a hole through the center. This life is presented, say
Lensing and Moran, as "a richly attractive alternative to contemporary society" that is plagued by "threats of
nuclear war," a "ravaging" industrialism, and "a mechanical existence that divorces the individual from
authentic human values. Like a master painter who knows when one stroke more would be too much, Stafford
synchronizes the end of this poem with the end of the anecdote. Michael Quinn's words: "Until the Book of
Mormon thrust young Smith into prominence, Palmyra's most notable seer was Sally Chase, who used a
greenish-colored stone. In this story, the two main elements such as plot and theme dominate this story. On
such a momentous and uncertain journey, who would wish to travel alone? Not having been thrown from a
motorcycle yet himself, he does not identify with the adult rider who, like most people, has met an obstacle
that has quite literally thrown him. Some people believe that being smart comes naturally and is a trait
someone is born with. He told Ellsworth, "I feel very exploratory when I write By applying a common
situation like an incidence of road-kill to all of human-kind's view towards nature, Stafford finished with a
simple situation with a profound meaning. He was a teenager after all chasing his dream. To the young people
who actually had to fire weapons and be fired at, though, such abstract thinking was absurd. Nature vs. Here,
as if vision were touch, the motorcycle seems to reach out to the boy, who draws nearer to take it in hand. The
author in his poem describes the ideas and temptations that a fifteen year old would have, and it gives us a
message of how when you are blinded of your teenage dreams, at the same time to take and decide the correct
paths and decisions. That is, he gives the cycle human female characteristics so that the boy relates to the piece
of downed machinery in an emotion so intense it is nearly sexual. But speaking more generally, Garber
maintains that "when the poems don't work, we realize The fact that older people did not understand its appeal
was part of its appeal. A number of his other poems depict the poet as listening to the nonhuman world, while
in still other poems, Stafford gives voice to the life stories of people who cannot do so for themselves.
Reviewers often mention a general friendliness in the poems expressed in a conversational tone. The owner,
thrown from the bike in the crash. It also symbolizes evil, confusion, and uncertainty. Miles Loveless, William
Powers, and William Jordan study the way partners view their socially constructed relationship through their
perception of the relationships communication apprehension and self disclosure. Flint argues that Stafford's
"justly famous simplicities of style and thought are not in the least deceptive or designed to hide coded
messages for initiates. The Poem starts off by using alliteration to set the narrators tone. One characteristic I
found in this poem is the similarity between some of the words. Many authors and writers use such techniques
to relate and to connect.


